1. Introduction, notation and terminology. In order that the limit of a convergent sequence of continuous functions be a continuous function, it is sufficient, but not necessary, that the convergence be uniform; a necessary and sufficient condition is that the convergence be quasi-uniform. Consideration of the theory of summability leads to the observation that it is also sufficient that some sequence into which the given sequence can be transformed by a regular transformation should be uniformly convergent. It may happen that this condition is fulfilled when the original sequence converges non-uniformly.
For example, let / 2nx, 0= acá 1/2"; sAx) = < 2 -2nx, 1/2" ¡S * á i/2*-1', ' 0, 1/2"-1 gz= 1.
Then sn(x) is continuous, 0^a; = l. Furthermore, sn(x)->0; for if x = 0, sn(x)=0 for all n, and if 0<ac;Sl, sn(x)=0 when n>\ -(log ac)/(log 2). The convergence is non-uniform, since i"(l/2") = l. For the first Cesàro mean, 1 . . It is natural to inquire whether every sequence {sn(x)}, bounded for all n and x, having its elements continuous, and converging to a continuous limit, can be transformed by an appropriately chosen regular transformation * Presented to the Society, December 27, 1929; received by the editors November 22, 1929. into a uniformly convergent sequence; the present paper gives an affirmative answer to this question.* The primary object was to establish the result for a bounded closed interval of ordinary one-dimensional euclidean space; but in the course of the proof it became necessary to replace the given interval by a closed subset, so that nothing was lost by starting at once with any bounded closed set. Cast in this form, the work was seen to apply to sets in an abstract metric space; we therefore give all our results in this form. The reader not interested in the general case will find that every step has its usual meaning in a euclidean space of one or more dimensions if the term compact is interpreted as bounded.
Throughout, we denote by # a point of a metric space. We write AB for the greatest common subset, A+B for the union, of two point sets A and B, Ä for the complement (in the whole space) of A, and c or d for the relation of inclusion. If A is a compact closed set and f(x) a function continuous in A, then f(x) possesses a maximum in A, which we denote by G(f; A). then we call 5 an S -sequence in A.
2. The maximal function. Let a; be a point of A. For every sequence")" (xk) of points of A having x as limit and every sequence («*) of positive integers becoming infinite, form (4) lim sup snk(xk) = X; the least upper bound of all such numbers X is the value at x of the maximal function% of S in A ; it will be denoted by H(S; A ; x). At every point of A, * It is evident that such a condition is more readily adapted to practical application than the A:-zelà condition of quasi-uniform convergence. For instance, it shows immediately that the sequence of integrals of the elements of a sequence of the stated character is summable to the integral of the limit function.
t It is not assumed that xk?*x. X Essentially the same concept was used by Osgood, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 19 (1897) , p. 166. Our formulation is identical with that of Hahn, Theorie der reellen Funktionen, 1921, p. 231.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use H(S; A; x) 2ï0; at an isolated point of A, H(S; A ; x) =0. For convenience we define H(S; A; x)=0 also at every point of Ä.
I. If S is an S-sequence in the compact closed set A, H(S; A; x) is an upper semi-continuous function. If B is a closed subset of A, then H(S; A; x) >H(S;B;x).
The semi-continuity is a standard result.* The inequality follows at once from the definition. Then for a sequence of values (nk), G(snk; A)>h. For each k there is a point xk of A for which i"t (a;*) =G(snh; A); hence (6) snt(xk) > h.
The sequence of points (a;*) has at least one limiting point £, which is a point of A. Let the notation be altered so that the indices k refer only to a subsequence (a;*) having £ as limit. Then (6) holds for all k, and
The left side of (7) is one of the values X of (4) ; thus H(S; A ; £) ^h, in contradiction to the hypothesis.
III. // 5 is an S-sequence in a compact closed set A and h>0, then the set A1 of points at which H(S; A; x)^ h is a closed proper subset of A, nowhere dense in A.
A1 is closedf on account of the upper semi-continuity of H(S; A; x). It is certainly a proper subset of A if it is nowhere dense in A. To prove that A1 is nowhere dense in A we show that in each open set C which contains a point of A there is an open set which contains a point of A and no point of A1. Suppose this were untrue for a given open set C containing a point Xo of A. Then C itself contains a point of A1; that is, there is a point inC for which H^h>h/2.
Thus there is an index «i and a point Xiol AC such that * Hahn, loc. cit., chapter IV, §1, Theorem IX. f Hahn, loc. cit., chapter II, §9, Theorem IV.
sni(xx)>h/2; and on account of the continuity of sn, (x) there is an open set Ci, contained in C and containing xi, such that sni(x)>h/2 throughout ^4Ci. As Ci contains a point of A, it contains a point of A1, at which H^h>h/2; there is an index n2>n1 and a point x2 of .¡4Ci such that s",(x2) > A/2 ; and there is then an open set C2, contained in Ci and containing x2, such that sn,(x > h/2) throughout ^4C2. Continuing thus, we obtain a sequence of open sets, Ci, C2, d, ■ ■ ■ , each contained in the preceding, and such that snk(xk) >h/2 throughout ACk. Let Lk denote the set obtained by adjoining to ACk its limit points. Then each of the sequence of closed sets Li, L2, L3, ■ ■ ■ contains the following, and s"k(xk)^h/2 throughout L k. These sets have at least one point in common. At this point £, snk(£)^h/2 for every k. If we let k-»°o, we have O^A/2, in contradiction to the hypothesis that h>0. We have thus shown that A1 is nowhere dense in A.
IV. // 5 is an S -sequence in a compact closed set A, B a closed subset of A, and h>0, and if A1, Bl denote respectively the sets for which H(S; A; x) %h, H(S; B; x)^h, then BlcA\
This follows from I.
3. '5-transformations. The transformations used to convert the sequence S into a uniformly convergent sequence will be of a particular type, which we now discuss. Write the transformation From (10), (11), (12) it is clear that the conditions for regularity are satisfied. To prove the second statement, write lim supG(i"; j4) = /.
For each e>0 there is an index K such that when k>K, G(sk; A) <l+e.
Therefore when n>N=pK, ffn á ¿2<1*,*G(SI<;A) < (I + e) X 0».* = I + « throughout A, so that lim supG(er"; A) =¡ / + e.
Since this result holds for arbitrary e>0, it follows that lim sup G(o-"; .4) =? /.
A "^-transformation, as defined, is not of the familiar form which possesses a triangular matrix; it is, however, equivalent to such a transformation. Let
Then the transformation n (15) t" = ^bn,ksk k=l has a triangular matrix, and is related to (8) as follows :
( 0, n < vi; (16) r"={ '
[July Thus the sequence (t") is obtained (for n ^ vi) by appropriate repetition of the terms of (<rn). If either of these sequences converges, the other converges to the same value; if either converges uniformly, the other converges uniformly. 4. Application of ^-transformations to S -sequences. We now prove several lemmas to facilitate the work of § §6, 7.
VI. Let h^0;let S be an S -sequence in the compact closed set A. If for each q>h there is a '^-transformation 2(3) = Tq(S) such that (17) limsupG((rn ;A)^q, then there is a ^-transformation H, = T(S) such that (18) lim sup GK;^) èh.
Let q, qx, q2, ■ ■ ■ be a decreasing sequence of numbers having the limit h. Since lim sup G(a{q,); A)£qi<q, we can choose Wi so that G(o-"q,) ; A)<q. Again since lim sup G(a"q') ; A)^q2<qx, it follows that for all sufficiently great n, G((j"q,) ; A) <qx. Choose n2 so great as to satisfy this condition and also so great that o-n,,') involves only elements of 5 of greater subscript than those found in a^; this is possible since each Tq is a ^-transformation. Continuing thus, choose generally er^ so that (19) Cff?;4)<M and so that anqf contains only elements of 5 of subscript greater than those found in o-"¿*-°. Now define
This is a 15-transformation. Also, by (19),
and (18) follows at once. In VI replace h by 0, q by h; we state this special case:
VII. Let S be an S-sequence in the compact closed set A. If for each h>0 there is a ^-transformation 2<w = Th(S) such that
then there is a 13-transformation 2 = T(S) such that an->0 uniformly in A. This will be the first formula in the definition of T.
On account of (20), for all sufficiently great n,s"<h throughout B. Choose m2,i>mi,i so that imjil < h throughout B. Since sm¡1 is continuous, there is a neighborhood C2,i of B in A such thatf sm,tl<h throughout C2,i. Form the transformation r(C,-,); by (21), for all sufficiently great n, anCi,l) <h in -4C2,i-Choose m2,2 so that <r^,,J1> <h in AC2,i, and so that <r^f contains only elements of 5 of subscript greater than Wi.i. Define (24) «*-*{*■«+ »-i?4)}-We see that <r2 involves elements of 5 of a finite set of indices of which the least is greater than nti,i. We continue the definition by induction. Suppose that <ru <x2, • • ■ , <r*_i have been written so that each contains terms of S having a finite set of indices, of which the least in any row is greater than the greatest in the preceding row; we show how to form ak. Call v the greatest subscript of an element of 5 appearing in ow.
As before choose mk,i>v and such that Smk,,<h throughout B; then choose a neighborhood C*,i of B in A such that Smktl<h throughout Ck,i. Form r(<7*.»>; choose mk,2>v so that <r(mkf <h in AC~k,i and also a^kf<h in B; then choose a neighborhood C*,2 of B in C*,i such that o^^ <h in Ck,2. Next form T<c*.2); choose mk,3>v so that In ACk,i (which is contained in ACk,p for p^k -1), by (2) and (26), **i ^ M; <r(JW < h for p > 1.
In Ck,r-iCk,r (which is contained in ACk,pior p^r and in Ck.P forp^r -1), by (2), (26), and (10), *«*.i < Ä; 'JUT1' < Ä for p ^ r; r^ g Jf.
In C*,*_i (which is contained in Ck.p fqr p^k -1), »-w <Ä; »Sr' <Ä for * * *; »Sr'* M- The transformation which has thus been defined is a ^-transformation, since (10), (11), (12) are easily seen to hold. Also, from (27) and (28) »-»00
The conclusion of the present theorem then follows from VI.
Definition and properties of A-sets and A-order.
Let S be an S-sequence in the compact closed set A and let h>0.
We define a set of sets A", where a is any Cantor ordinal of the first or second class, by the following scheme of induction :
(1) A° = A;
(2) if a is not a limiting ordinal, then A" is the set of points at which H(S ;A"-1;x)^h; (3) if a is a limiting ordinal, then A " is the greatest common subset of all A" for p<a.
The sets thus defined we call the h-sets generated by (S; A). By the process of definition the set of A-sets is normally ordered. Several properties will be noted.
X. If B is a closed subset of A and if B" denote the h-sets for (S; B), then BacA".
D. C. GILLESPIE and W. A. HURWITZ [July
The statement holds, by the hypothesis, when a = 0. We show that if it holds for each ordinal p<a, it holds also for a. Suppose that whenever p <a, B" c A*. If a is not a limiting ordinal, B"-1 c A"-1, and by IV, B" c A".
If a is a limiting ordinal, B" is the greatest common subset of all B" for p <<x; each such B" c A"; hence Ba is contained in the greatest common subset of all A" for p <a, which is A". XL For (S ; A) each h-set is a closed subset of each preceding h-set; each h-set is a proper subset of each preceding non-empty h-set.
That A1 is a closed proper subset of A0 is stated in III. Suppose that for p <a, A" is a closed subset of every earlier A-set and a proper subset of each earlier non-empty A-set. If a is not a limiting ordinal it follows from III, with A replaced by A"~l, that A" is a closed proper subset of A"~l (and hence of all earlier A-sets) unless A"~l is empty; if A"-1 is empty, A" will also be empty, since H(S; A"'1; x) will then be zero throughout the space. If a is a limiting ordinal, and no preceding A-set is empty, let an~*a; then A" is the greatest common subset of all A"n, and any ordinal ß<a is followed by some a", so that A" is a subset of A"", which is a proper subset of Aß; if a is a limiting ordinal and some preceding A-set is empty, A" is empty.
XII. For (S ; A) there is a non-limiting ordinal y such that A"1 and all following h-sets are empty, while all preceding h-sets are non-empty.
If A" were non-empty for every a, the set of A-sets would constitute a normally ordered set of closed sets such that each is a proper subset of all its predecessors; such a set of sets must be countable;* but the set of ordinals of first and second classes is not countable,! so that we should have a contradiction. Let y be the first ordinal for which Ay is empty; then y is not a limiting ordinal. For if 7 were a limiting ordinal, let 7n-»7; then Ay would be the greatest common subset of the descending sequence of non-empty closed sets Ayn and hence could not be empty.% Since 7, as given by XII, is not a limiting ordinal, we may write a =7 -1. Then A" and all preceding A-sets are non-empty, while all following A-sets are empty. We define the h-order of (S;A) as the greatest ordinal a for which A" is not empty.
XIII. If a is the h-order of (S ; A) then lim supG(s"; ^4°) ^ A.
«-»00 * Hahn, loe. cit., chapter I, §7, Theorem XII. f Hahn, loe. cit., Introduction, §4, Theorem XIV. Î Hahn, loe. cit., chapter I, §2, Theorem VIII.
Since Aa+1 (which is the set of points at which H(S; A"; x)^h) is empty, H(S; A"; x) <h; the conclusion follows from II with A replaced by A". 6 . Transformation of an S -sequence into a uniformly convergent sequence.
In this section we prove two theorems which imply the principal result given in the next section.
XIV. Let h>0. IfSisanB -sequencein the compact closed set A, there exists a ^-transformation 2 = T(S) such that (29) lim supG(<rn;A) g h.
We prove this by ordinal induction on a, the A-order of (S ; A). If a = 0, then (29) holds, by XIII, since the identity is a ^-transformation.
It will be shown that if the conclusion holds for every closed compact set Q such that the A-order of (S; Q) is less than a, it holds for the set A such that the A-order of (S; A) is«.
Let C be a neighborhood of A" in A. Since A" c C, A"C is empty. Form Q=AC and let Q" represent the h-sets generated by (S; Q). Then Q"c.Ap, by X, and Q"cQcC; hence QecA'C. Thus Q" is empty, and the A-order of (S; Q) is some ordinal ß<a. The hypothesis of our theorem must then hold with A replaced by Q and a by ß; the conclusion yields a ^-transformation H' = T'(S) such that lim sup G(<t"' ; Q) ^ h. 8. Limitation on extension of results. As has been seen, a necessary and sufficient condition that a sequence satisfying (i), (ii), and (iv) of XVI have a continuous limit is that it be uniformly summable by a properly chosen regular transformation.
The range of applicability of this result differs from the range of the Arzelà condition only by the assumption of condition (iv). How far, if at all, this condition may be relaxed, remains an open question; it is at any rate possible to show that too rapid increase in the violence of oscillation of the elements of the sequence may entirely prevent uniform summability.
Denote by / the interval 0 g x ^ 1 and by Jk the interval 1/2*^*^1/2 *~l. The '5-transformations which we have used in this paper form a class obviously well adapted to the proof of the theorem. It might be asked whether some more special class of transformations of familiar type could be used for the same purpose. Some light is thrown on this question by a simple example of an S-sequence which cannot be transformed into a uniformly convergent sequence by any Cesâro mean. Let wac, 0 = ac = 1/»; sn(x) = ■ n -n(n -\)x, \/n = ac = l/(» -1);
. 0, l/(«~ 1) á *á i. »->» \n / r + 1
It is well known that the Euler-Abel power series transformation of a sequence into a function includes all the Cesâro means. Since the limit (35) is more nearly zero the higher the order r, it might be hoped that the Euler-Abel transformation would yield uniformity.
However, this is not the case.
Write oo a(x,t) = (1 -t) Zsfc(ac)/*-1. 
